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Introduction

u Do all survivors develop severe MH problems? 

u Is there a clear-cut “typical” emotional 

response to crisis?

u Are emotional responses “healthy” after crisis?



Basic Goals of PFA

u Establish a human connection

u Enhance sense of safety and calm 

u Reduce uncertainty

u Assess immediate needs and concerns

u Practical assistance of those needs

u Connect survivors to social support

u Link to next member of disaster response team



What is PFA?

u First-line Psychosocial Support

u Evidence-informed approach 

u Fosters functioning and coping

u Reduces risk of developing PTSD

u Not counseling / Not “debrief”



PFA: Who? When? Where?

Who can benefit from PFA? 
u Safe for individuals and families across lifespan

When should PFA be provided? 
u Any time encountering a person in distress, usually 

immediately following a crisis event 

Where should PFA be provided? 
u Anywhere that is safe for the helper and affected 

person, ideally with some privacy as appropriate to the 
situation 



Before we begin…



Before entering the setting…know 

the lay of the land

u Identify – roles and rules 

u Learn -- policies, procedures, security, and 

available resources 

u Prepare: Find a designated area for PFA, or in a 

hallway



We begin…



Enter – who is the priority 

patient for PFA?
Scan the room, and focus on individuals who are behaving:

uDisoriented 

uConfused 

uFrantic or agitated 

uPanicky

uExtremely withdrawn, apathetic, or “shut down” 

uExtremely irritable or angry

uExceedingly worried 



Fundamental Principle of 

PFA

u We assume one encounter 

which is all-encompassing

u Each encounter provides:
u Affirmation

u Value 

u Meaning



Key components of PFA

1. Contact and Engagement

2. Safety and Comfort

3. Stabilization

4.   Information Gathering: Current Needs/Concerns

5.   Practical Assistance

6.   Connection with Social Supports

7.   Information on Coping

8.   Linkage with Collaborative Services



1. Contact / Engagement

u Introduce your name, title, and describe your role 

u Ask for permission 

u Ask what name they would prefer

u Tone of voice

u Privacy 

u Laser focus

u Assess pressing problems that require immediate 

attention



Introducing yourself and set the tone:

I’m here to listen and provide support in any 

way that you feel is helpful. How can I help?

Anything you share with me stays between 

us unless you indicate you intend to harm 

yourself or others…



Create Connection: the key is 

empathic listening to understand 

what they are feeling and thinking 

that provides a path forward



2. Safety / Comfort

u Emotional Safety / Reduce Uncertainty

u Information
u Status updates
u Contact with loved one

u Physical Safety

u Increase comfort

u Attend to medication

u Daily functioning

u Keep a list of survivors with special needs so 
that they can be checked on more 
frequently 



Create safety by listening attentively, 

nonjudgmentally, 

and with a focus on core values/strengths

DON’T offer generic reassurance or coping 

tactics, false encouragement, false hope, 

or promises that you cannot fulfill



3. Stabilization

u Remain calm

u Give space

u Orient those who are distressed, disoriented, 
overwhelmed, or underwhelmed

u Focus on immediate priority

u Give information to orient to safety



Create Calm: create space that is 

calming, offers reflection and self-

awareness, not reactive

Create self- and collective efficacy: 
genuinely validate what they already 

are doing to care for others and self



4. Information Gathering

u Gather immediate concerns and needs

u Assess risk for developing PTSD:

“You’ve been through a lot of difficult things. May I 
ask you some questions about what you have 
been through? 

u Where were you during the disaster? 
u Did you get hurt? 
u Did you see anyone get hurt?
u Were you scared?

u Keep a list of those at risk!



4. Information Gathering

u Assess:
u Death of a loved one

u Concerns for loved one
u “Are you worried about anyone close to you? Is 

anyone missing?”

u Physical Concerns, need for medication

u Property loss or damage

u History of prior trauma
u "Sometimes events like this can remind people of 

previous bad times. Have you ever been in a 
disaster before?"



5. Practical Assistance

u Individuals with favorable outcomes post-

disaster have optimism, strong faith, a belief 

that things will turn out well, confidence that life 

is predictable

u Practical Assistance offers:
u Hope

u Empowerment

u Dignity

u Provide needed resources

u Focus on one need at a time



6. Connection with Social 

Supports

u Social Support assists with disaster recovery

u Assess current social support and access

u Establish contacts with sources of support

u Gate keepers….?

u Foster social support:
u Feeling needed or valued by others
u Feeling like you belong 
u Others building your confidence in abilities

u Take practical steps to help connect                         patients 

to loved ones, including faith-based



6. Connection with Social 

Supports

u DON’T assume that their personal relationships are 

supportive and overlook possible areas of conflict or 

tension 

u DON’T provide simplistic reassurance or advice, or 

attempt to convince them to feel or think differently

u DO nonjudgmentally acknowledge distress as 

understandable in the circumstances and relate it to their 

core values



7. Information about 

Coping 

u For those with severe trauma exposure, 

provide education about common stress 

reactions and signs of PTSD including:

u Intrusive symptoms

u Avoidance symptoms

u Physiological arousal symptoms

u Trauma triggers

u Rumination about preventing a death, guilt

u Loss of sleep



7. Information about 

Coping 

u Psychoeducation about coping 

strategies to reduce body stress and 

reduce cortisol
u Regulate sleep

u Regulate eating

u Regulate exercise

u Regulate medications

u Reduce drug/alcohol use

u Relaxation

u Maintain a regular schedule

u Distract with reading, sports, movies, friends



DO creatively build on their strengths, interests, 

and talents to brainstorm modified or 

alternative coping tactics

DON’T teach generic pre-packaged coping 

tactics that are not tailored to their personality, 

culture, and preferences



8. Link with Collaborative 

Services 

u Refer to additional services as 

needed:
u Pastoral care

u Higher level mental health services

u Social Services

u Child/Family support services



Close the session by:

• Summarizing to highlight what they have learned 

about themselves that helps them make meaning 

• Understand distress is a normal reaction to 

significant adversity 

• Emphasize how they are (or are planning to be) 

using personal strengths to make a positive 

contribution consistent with their core values

• Establish a practical way for them to make contact 

with you again consistent with professional 

boundaries



Create hope by helping them to 
focus on small steps/wins that have 

large meaning based on their core 

values



Specific Populations….



Working with 

Children/Adolescents

u Young children:  
u MATCH verbal level and MEET their physical level

u Provide simple labels for emotions 

u Teens: talk to them like “adult-to-adult” so they 

feel respected

u Check in as you reflect 

u Beware of regression



Working with Individuals 

who have Disabilities

u Address the person, not the caregiver 

u Speak simply and slowly if communication is impaired

u Remember not all disabilities are seen

u Ask, “What can I do to help?” and trust the response

u Help them to be self-sufficient

u Be their eyes, their words 



Helping a survivor who lost 

a friend in combat

u Acute Grief Reaction: sadness, guilt, regret

u Healthy response

u Intervention:
u Normalize, no “right” way to grieve

u Say the person’s name who died, not just “your 

deceased friend”

u Don’t’ say:

I know how you feel, he is better off now, at least he went 

quickly, you are strong enough to deal with this, you’ll 

feel better soon, you did everything you could…



Case examples….



Throughout PFA session, intervene judiciously, repeating three

seamless steps: VCR

Validate their perspective + show respect for their dilemmas

Clarify long- and short-term goals based on their core values

Reframe highlighting strengths and what they already are 

accomplishing (which they often cannot see or minimize)



Extreme Emotions

u How to react to those who are:

u Confused

u Agitated/Angry

u Withdrawn or “shut down”

u Inconsolable crying

u Focus on the present

u “What can we do at this time”

u “I want to ensure your safety” 

u Not challenging the emotion 



VCR

I have so many people to take care of I feel like I can’t stop. 

I can’t stop thinking about my son, I can’t sleep, I can’t eat, 

I can’t live like this…  

Reframe: dedication, immersion, integrity, self-awareness,  

titrating the emotion impact, overcoming, being a role 

model



“Every moment is another death waiting to 

happen. This war is unacceptable, our people 

need to stop dying, and we have COVID!!”

Reframe: thinking of others, alertness, awareness, being 

focused and proactive, determination, dedication, 

courage, protectiveness 

VCR



Suicidal Thoughts 

u Life worth living goals 

u “It sounds like you are saying your life is not worth 
living right now, can we focus on what would add 
to your life in this moment to make it worth living? 

u Make a list with the patient of concrete, practical 
changes they can make to feel like their life is 
worth living 

u Protective Factors: stay alive for loved ones, 
faith/religious identity, future hopes

u How we can reassure: Life after war (reduce 
all or nothing thinking) 



My son died yesterday.

I have no reason to live anymore.

Reframe: collectivism, courage, compassion, altruism, 

skill, caution, dedication, perseverance, determination, 

honesty

VCR



7 Keypoints to Hear/Highlight in Every Encounter

1.A high impact moment of stress/challenge

2.A moment of highest or lowest emotional intensity

3.A moment that was inspiring or poignant

4.One thing someone else did that made a difference

5.One thing s/he did that made a difference

6.A core value s/he is striving to uphold

7.One thing s/he chooses to do going forward



Self Care 

DO focus on yourself. Use your reflective 

processing skills and supports to handle 

secondary traumatic stress 

DON’T work in isolation—without 

support/consultation for your wellness



Take Home

Each session is an opportunity to:

*Recognize and reaffirm core values

*Make sense of distress and confusion

*Receiving authentic message of respect  

for making the world a better place in this 

time of crisis.
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